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Moscow-Peking Dispute Enters a New Stage
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Algerian war ; the Italian Comanist Party's revisionist theory
that a capitalist society can be
transformed into a socialist society
by "stroctuml reforms" by parlisentary means, without having to
overthrow the bourgeois state and
without the conquest of Dower by
works. and poor peasants . To that
extent w support their general
criticism of these CP leaderships.
We question at the same time the
onslatency of the CCP position
when Peking maintains silence
-or the Indonesian
CP's oDDOr'
tools[ support to Suit.-.'. hourgeois regime.

On the other hand, when the
"25 Points" of the CCP contend
(point 23) that Yugoslavia has
ceasad to be a workers' stale and
has become a capitalist country,
when the Chinese (point 19)
say that "some people" exaggerate
the problem of a "certain Person'!
role" m the taut, when they oak
for a di,ens,I,, on "the criticism
of Slav.;" we certainly canna[ approve their positions .
Non-Marxist Vim
The CCP L correct when it reIu.es m attribute too much Importance to the role of a single
Individual and refuse . to accept
the non-M .rxhat thesis of Khuushchev that the terrible crime,, romraltted under Stall. against coonmlub and workers m the Soviet
Union and against the international working class, were due to the
-.tied "par... .Rtr aWt." The
Chinese are also right when they
criticise Khroshchev for wanting
to "make one person responsible
for aW faults and glorifying himfoIf with
.If
11 merib" (point 19) .
This criticism of the Khroshchev
leadership la volld only if It is used
to push the socalled "de-StalmIzation"
process
further
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Khroshchev has. This criticism
becomes irresponvIble and Incorrect if it is used for combating
the Pas of de-Stalinization as
such
.
The crimes committed against
me entire old-suss leaaaranhp of
the Soviet Communist Party, the
majority of whom were physically
liquidated by Stalin ; the crimes
remitted against the internstionel working class by the Salinist leadership, which bled to
sabotage and prevent revolutionstruggles hi many cmnbi,s
ve y cal and very concrete.
Md these crimes live today In the
n.I usness of million. of co tunlsb,
evolutionary workers
and peasants m many countries,
above all
the Soviet Union and
in the workers' state of Europe,
When we critlelse Khroshchev',
policies on these problems we
must say: these crime, were not
the =mm rerponsibimy of satin alone but were the collective
reaponaibility of the entire lead='p of the CPSU
of that period.
Tnese tame. can be e,Dl,ined in
a M.r.Jat way mfr If we - them
a. the expremlon of the Interests
of a bureaucnUt caste which had
usurped the power of the workers
and poor peasants and had suppressed Soviet democracy as a real
instrument of proletarian power.
In order to prevent a evival of
such crime., h l. not enough to
ce Stalin as a Person. It b
necessary
d
destroy the political,
social and economic privileges of
the bureaucracy, to restore real
Soviet democracy on the basis of
elected workers' c .cues,in
to r
store the right of cu
to
form tendenctas within the CP
(for, as the Chinese CP Itself has
sated, a minority can be right
within a CPt, and to restore thee
right of workers to form new
working-class parties within the
framework of Soviet legality and
n the basis of the socialist co stitutlon. It b necessary to reestablish the =Is that the "party
(C.ntmued on Peg. 6)
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(Continued from Page 5)
maximum" (maximum income of
a party member in administration)
be nothigher than the average income of skilled workers, as under
Lenin. Above all it is necessary to
entrust the workers with real
power in the factories by establishing workers self-management
through workers' councils.
Such a criticism of Khrushchwould be very welcome and very
popular among the communists
and workers in the Soviet Union
and other workers' states. The
CPSU's Open Letter correctly
states that the mass of the Soviet
people certainly support de-Stalinization. Any attempt by the
Chinese to fight de-Sialinization
will only cut them off completely
from the rank-and-file workers
and communists in all workers'
states.
The Fourth International can
under no circumstances support
the position of the Chinese CP on
de-Stalinization . We seek to develop our criticism of the Khrushchev leadership in the opposite
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direction. We firmly maintain that
only a political revolution will
restore real Soviet power in the
Soviet Union. The liquidation of
the abuses and privileges of the
bureaucracy
will
immensely
strengthen the Soviet Union and
international communism.
We also reject the Chinese campaign against the Yugoslav communists and their characterization
of the Yugoslav state as a capitalist state. The Chinese are correct
in their denunciation of the extreme right-wing deviation of
Yugoslavia in her foreign policy.
But the nature of the state in
Yugoslavia as elsewhere is determined by thV property relations.
The property relations in Yugoslavia are those of a workers' state
as much if not more so than in
1948 when the Chinese CP also
considered Yugoslavia a "socialist
country."
The Chinese communists are, of
course, justified in their denunciation of Khrushchev's non-Marxist
theory of "the state. of the people"
as a substitute for the dictatorship
of the proletariat in the Soviet
Union. They are right in denying
the validity of Khrushchev's also Stalin's! - theory that a
classless society has already been
established in the Soviet Union.
They point out correctly that
there are still two classes [workers and peasants] in the Soviet
Union, thereby exploding the theory that the building of socialism
has already been accomplished in
that country. But when the Chinese quote extensively from Lenin's State and Revolution in

order to prove that as long as
classes exist, the state will also
exist, they seem to "forget" the
other dialectical part of this fundamental truth, also developed by
Lenin in State and Revolution : the
dictatorship of the proletariat is
a "state of a special type," a
"state which begins to wither
away," because more and more
state functions should be exercised collectively by the mass
of the working people . The Chinese do not seem to insist, as Lenin insisted, on the necessity of a
constant development and increase
of socialist democracy, on the necessity of fighting again and again
against bureaucratic deformation
and degeneration by placing real
power to the hands of the mass
of the workers . Why? Perhaps
because it is the Yugoslav "revisionists" who have made the
greatest progress in this field? Or
is it because in China itself there
are powerful bureaucratic deformations and the mass of the workerz do not exercise direct state
power as elaborated in State and
Revolution?
IV

This in brief represents the
Trotskyist position in the present
"great debate" within the world
communist movement.
The Trotskyists extend wholehearted but critical support to the
Chinese and the left-wing tendencies within the various CP's
which fight against the right-wing
opportunism of their pro-Khrushchev leaderships in the colonial
countries as well as in the im-
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perialist countries.
We critically support the Chinese call for a revolutionary
orientation of the CPS in the capttalist countries as the only means
of effectively fighting imperialism
and imperialist preparations for
nuclear war.
But contrary to the tendencies
of Khrushchev and Mao the
Trotskyists defend the principles
of Marxism-Leninism against any
attempt to revise them to suit the
immediate interests of any bureaucratic group or caste, or to
distort them to reflect the temporary advantages of any workers'
state . We strive to develop the
theory of Marxism-Leninism so
that, within the great revolutionary upheaval mankind . i s passing
through in the present epoch, it
can reflect the general historical
aspirations of the international
working class and of mankind as
a whole. We repeat, mankind's
only way out of the present crisis
is a successful international socialist revolution .
The present crisis reflects the
urgent necessity for the world
communist movement to come out
of the morass in which Stalinism
had sought to drown it- in order
to answer the demands of the
present period. We repeat our concrete proposal to all communists
throughout the world:
Forward to an international conference of all organizations owing
allegiance to Marxism-Leninism!
Forward toward revival of
Marxism-Leninism through workers' democracy and internationall
debate .

